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Overview

u To our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to 
learn generalized UAV-OD via frequency domain 
disentanglement, which provides a novel view 
angle in this area.

u We propose a new framework that utilizes two 
learnable filters to extract the domain-invariant and 
domain-specific spectrum and design an instance-
level contrastive loss to guide the disentangling 
process.

u Extensive experiments on three unseen target 
domains reveal that our method enables the UAV-
OD network to achieve superior generalization in 
comparison to the baseline and state-of-the-art 
methods.
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Motivation

Severe changes in global contextual information

UAV-OD scenarios 

Relatively stable global contextual information

Generic OD scenarios 



Observation

Table 1. We first conduct preliminary experiments, i.e., exploring whether all 
spectrum bands contribute equally to the generalization for the UAV-OD task, to 
gain insight into how to implement our idea. If not, we can extract the spectrum 
that is conducive to generalization and use it to train the UAV-OD network to 
enhance its generalization. We can observe that different bands contribute 
differently to the UAV-OD generalization.



Framework



Experiments

Table 2. Comparisons of the domain generalization results. All methods are trained on daylight images from UAVDT and 
tested on unseen images with various scene structures, diverse illumination conditions, and adverse weather conditions 
from UAVDT. The average generalization performance across three unseen target domains is "average".

Table 3. Comparisons of the cross-dataset domain generalization results. All methods are trained on daylight images from 
VisDrone2019 and tested on unseen images with various scene structures, diverse illumination conditions, and adverse 
weather conditions from UAVDT. 



Experiments

Figure 1. Comparisons of domain-invariant and domain-specific features of Single-DGOD and our method. Our method 
achieves a more thorough disentanglement.

Figure 2. (a) Ablation analysis of the hyper-parameter (b) Ablation analysis of the backbone division. (c) Statistic analysis 
of two learnable filters We can conclude that middle- and high-frequency components contain more domain-invariant 
information than the low-frequency component.
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